


The BigToothTM Tackle JuiceTM 
Series are the perfect lures for 
calm or heavy wind conditions 
and the darkness of night. 
The BigTooth Secret Keel 
Design makes this bucktail 
run straight and true. And 
the LongNekTM Flexwire gives 
the PLUMMAGETM Marabou 
the perfect action! Add our 
premium steel blades and the 
BigToothTM Tackle JuiceTM will 
help you boat more and bigger 
Muskies!

FEATURES

BUCKTAILS
MINI-8 / MAG-8 / MAG-10

Premium Blades
PLUMMAGE™ Marabou - Hand Tied Marabou 
ImpactBEADS™ - Bead Combination
LongNek™ FlexWire - Longer Extended Front .051 Wire
SHRINKT™ - Shrink Tube Front Hook
Rear Hook Extended 
KEELWT™ w/BrNO™ Technology – BigTooth™ Secret KEEL Design

BIG SKY

FLAME THROWER

GREEN LANTERN

HALO

SLUMP BUSTER

STORM TROOPER

HONEY BEAR

NIGHT FURY

COLORS



The BigToothTM Tackle NiTi 
FLEXXTM Juice Bucktail is made 
with BigTooth’s fi rst-in-class 
NiTi frame with “Unlimited 
FLEX” Technology, which simply 
means you can catch fi sh after 
fi sh without dealing with a bent-
up standard wire frame.  
Premium blades and perfect 
color selections, combined with 
the right bead combination 
makes for immediate blade ro-
tation. We then hand-tie a fl ash-
a-bou skirt onto our KeelWTTM 
w/BrNOTM Technology custom 
weight to ensure no rolling will 
occur.  All made in the USA!

FEATURES
First-in-class NiTi™ Unlimited FLEX™ Technology Frame
Hand-tied Flash-a-Bou™ 
Premium #8 Colorado blades
ImpactBEADS™ - Bead Combination
SHRINKT™ - Shrink Tube Front Hook
KEELWT™ w/BrNO™ Technology – BigTooth™ Secret KEEL Design

GREEN LANTERN

HALO

HONEY BEAR

CATCH MORE FISH ON ONE BAIT!

FLAME THROWER

NIGHT FURY

BUMBLE BEE



Driven by sets of uniquely 
paired but diff erent blades, 
the Sound ScienceTM Bucktails 
are diff erent than the tradi-
tional bucktails on the market 
today.  What Pete found is 
by using two diff erent blades 
the bucktail puts out diff er-
ent frequencies of sound that 
muskies have not heard. Each 
blade confi guration sends 
out a slightly diff erent sound 
wave, which is why the Sound 
Science makes a diff erence!

AFTER SHOCK

pulsator

BLUEGILL

WALLEYE

FEATURES SOUND SCIENCE COLORS
Off ered in fi ve proven fi sh catching blade combinations,
Pulsator, Sonic Boom, Rolling Thunder, After Shock, and Tremor.
Colors - Black, Black/Orange, Bluegill, Firetiger, Walleye.
Premium Blades - uniquely paired to give fi sh a new noise - calling them in to strike!
Extremely durable and yet fl exible skirt materials that come in proven fi sh catching colors.
Super sharp treble hooks that will hang on to those monster fi sh. 
LongNek™ FlexWire - Longer Extended Front .051 Wire.
Years of testing to ensure blade rotation.
Components that are perfectly balanced for the bucktails to track true in the water.

BLACK/ORANGE

BLACK

FIRETIGER



There's no doubt sound is a significant 
factor in attracting predator fish; also, 
fish definitely acclimate to traditional 
or common sounds. The goal of Sound 
Science from the start was to create a 
line of spinners with new and differ-
ent combinations of blade matches to 
create different rotations and sound 
effects - to trigger more attacks".

ROLLING THUNDER

SONIC BOOM

TREMOR
"



The Bigtooth Straight-Wire™ 
Spinnerbait brings a new design 
to the world of large spinner-
baits. With the unique design 
the “Straight-Wire” keeps and 
supports the second hook to 
stay in-line. Fish with big jaws 
and giant teeth don’t stand a 
chance with the super high 
hooking percentage. 

SPINNERBAITS

MAG  /  MINI
FEATURES
Two quality 9/0 hooks greatly improved hooking percentage and solve the 
   age old problem of spinnerbaits not being able to get around the jaw of big fi sh. 
Hooks are wired together - the bait tracks true every cast and totally eliminates the possibility of failure.
Short arm and head design allow the bait to ride through and over thick cover.
Quality, long-lasting skirt and soft-plastic tail provide a life-like action.
A quality swivel and shrink tube wire wrap eliminate blade fouling.

GREEN LANTERN TORCH

SLUMP BUSTER WHITE LIGHTNING BRIGHT NIGHT



FEATURES

TOPWATER

WOOLEY BEAR

BRIGHT NIGHT

SLUMP BUSTER

HALO

NIGHT FURY

It’s all about the sound!  Mon-
ster muskies relate to sound 
– and the Open Water KLACKTM 
produces a unique “KLACKTM” 
and squeal that those gi-
ant muskies can’t resist! The 
“KLACKTM” shreds the water 
and triggers muskies to bite 
and the hooking percentage 
is unmatched. Fish fast, hard, 
and cover more water then the 
next angler with this ultimate 
search tool. The “KLACKTM” is 
made with heavy-duty com-
ponents and is prepared to be 
the front gunner in any battle.

Oversized, Magnum KLACK™ Blade
Heavy-Duty wire and Components
Living Rubber Skirt
Razor Sharp Mustad Hooks
Life-Like Mogambo Tail
2-ounce weight for long casts
6/0 Mustad Treble Hooks

WEEDLESS

OPEN WATER
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